Contribution of the portal flow on hepatic tissue perfusion increases in reduced hepatic vascular bed.
Background: A hepatic artery-portal vein reciprocal response and hepatic hemodynamics have well been investigated under normal condition, but not under pathologic condition with decreased vascular bed. This study was designed to determine the hemodynamic changes in the hepatic blood flow, tissue perfusion and interrelationship between portal venous flow (PVF) and hepatic arterial flow (HAF) after inflow interruption in the various size of hepatic vascular bed. Methods: Anesthetized dogs were used to measure PVF and HAF using a transit time flow meter and hepatic tissue flow (HTF) using a laser Doppler flow meter before and after portal venous (PVO) or hepatic arterial occlusion (HAO) under various range of portal triad occlusion (PTO). Results: The ratio of HAF/TLF (total liver flow) was 38+/-14% under the basal condition. This ratio did not change under the 30% PTO where there was a similar decrease in PVF and HAF, but reduced to 25+/-12% under the 70% PTO where there was more selective reduction in HAF than PVF. Although a reciprocal HAF increase was observed under any conditions after PVO, the TLF and HTF decreases after PVO were largest under the 70% PTO with the highest PVF/TLF ratio. On the other hand, there was no reciprocal PVF increase in any conditions after HAO, and the TLF and HTF decreases after HAO were minimal under the 70% PTO with the lowest HAF/TLF ratio. Conclusions: With decreasing hepatic vascular bed, dependency of the remnant hepatic hemodynamics and tissue perfusion on the portal blood flow increased. These findings suggest that an integrity of portal venous flow becomes crucial in the remnant hepatic tissue perfusion after extensive hepatic resection.